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…..and STILL the rains came down AGAIN! 

Canoeball any one? 
Hey whattya do?Hey whattya do?Hey whattya do?Hey whattya do?    As we look back at the weekend that was let me firstly thank both Adam Burt and Adam Thomas for As we look back at the weekend that was let me firstly thank both Adam Burt and Adam Thomas for As we look back at the weekend that was let me firstly thank both Adam Burt and Adam Thomas for As we look back at the weekend that was let me firstly thank both Adam Burt and Adam Thomas for allowing me to squeeze in two players each to your rosters for the day. NOallowing me to squeeze in two players each to your rosters for the day. NOallowing me to squeeze in two players each to your rosters for the day. NOallowing me to squeeze in two players each to your rosters for the day. NO----you can ’ t keep them.you can ’ t keep them.you can ’ t keep them.you can ’ t keep them.        H gradeH gradeH gradeH grade————Another day another forfeitAnother day another forfeitAnother day another forfeitAnother day another forfeit————one step closer to the trophy!one step closer to the trophy!one step closer to the trophy!one step closer to the trophy!        

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

G3 West on the other hand…... 
So we headed to royal Lomatia to take on Mackillop. Straight out of the blocks we 

killed it. Chilli pitched awesome. We hit well against their lady pitcher. They 
swapped to their speed pitcher who could barely make it to home plate lol. Then  

Enter Sandman began to play and Showbags took to the mound under the influence 
of 2 cans of V..... and it showed. Pitching all over the place. Got out of trouble with 

some good fielding.  After all was said and done we got in the winners circle by    
17171717----4.4.4.4. 

Great result     

“Now is the Winter of our discontent!” 

Billy Shakaspear—London Kings. 
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F grade come to the mound………….F grade come to the mound………….F grade come to the mound………….F grade come to the mound………….    
Playing against the undefeated side from Kellyville things didn't start well with LJ stuck in Bali.  

Then Jacko shows up with a sore shoulder after first cricket training session and couldn't throw (it's baseball 

season). Lol  

So Steve (catcher) tools to the mound and pitched 5 innings of and only allowing 3 runs.  

All in the first inning  

Unfortunately with the bat we went 12 up 12 down. No hits, no walks through 4 innings.  

Then we finally got 3 hits from Kurt, Dan and H grader Lochy who also had the only RBI we scored  

Final was 5-1. Bats were ice cold against some pretty decent pitching  

 

Mmmmm, need to start winning a few games. 

  

Still as is stands we are all still of to the playoffs at this time.Still as is stands we are all still of to the playoffs at this time.Still as is stands we are all still of to the playoffs at this time.Still as is stands we are all still of to the playoffs at this time.    
YaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaY!YaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaY!YaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaY!YaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaY!        

Now as you know this week was the All Star game in the US of A.Now as you know this week was the All Star game in the US of A.Now as you know this week was the All Star game in the US of A.Now as you know this week was the All Star game in the US of A.    
G grade have always had a get together to celebrate such an auspicious event and G grade have always had a get together to celebrate such an auspicious event and G grade have always had a get together to celebrate such an auspicious event and G grade have always had a get together to celebrate such an auspicious event and 

this year was momentous as ever!this year was momentous as ever!this year was momentous as ever!this year was momentous as ever!    
Its back to Showbags for the gossip……….. 

 

So then Wednesday rolled around and the All star game was on. We travelled to 
Hazo to the captains abode. Breaky dogs and beer by 9am. Throughout the      
proceedings many courses of wonderful food and snacks where provided by        

Kirralee. Build your own dogs and the Chicken wings where the highlights of the 
day. Beer ran out by the 5th inning and so big O took to the streets take top us up. 
He was sober ! Jack Daniels, Budweiser and Jager bombs followed. Thoroughly 

enjoyable day had by all and well behaved as well.  
Great day in the bleachers.  

 

FYI—the Home Run Derby was won by Cincinnati's Todd Frazier and the Game 
was won by the American League 6-3. 

The game was Played at The Great American Ball Park in Cincinnati –Ohio, 
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We promised itWe promised itWe promised itWe promised it————here it ishere it ishere it ishere it is————the Bellingen Diggers new players debut!the Bellingen Diggers new players debut!the Bellingen Diggers new players debut!the Bellingen Diggers new players debut!    
Well here it is boys, you thought you had seen the last of the Scott reports, 

alas you have not! 

Part of my deal with Steve and Wil to get cleared, to play up in sunny Coffs, was 

to get this match report to them for publication. So here goes. 

The game started at 1130 but back stop nets need to be erected as we got the pro-

verbial "Goat Track" to play on, so whoever could help, please arrive at 1030. 

Scott being Scott and no diamonds to mow, or lines to mark out, and no Wil asking 

what time I'd be there as he always had food to bribe me! I arrived at 1015 to 

help out. To my dismay no food..... Coach (Charlie) who asked me to play whilst I 

watched them play the Saturday before is there. Right Scott what grade did you 

play in the Blue mountains as this is (B) grade. Half muffled hand over the face, 

I replied I have played (E) grade but I think we were (F) grade. Coach looks at 

me with dismay on his face did you say (F) grade? Yes, but I try hard!!!! Well 

let's see what you've got. Grab a glove and a ball and let's warm up. Those who 

have warmed up with me know there is no holding back. Softball season was the 

last time I actually threw a ball. Coach wants me to throw from about 10 metres, 

I let it go...... Straight at his open glove, about head height, straight through 

his glove..... I wasn't expecting that, he says running backwards to retrieve the 

ball. Give it a bit more distance, he says. We give ourselves another 10 metres 

between us, I again let it rip, he fumbles, gasps and finally catches the ball in 

his glove. Do you pitch? He asks, wrong thing to ask Scott right? I've been known 

to throw a few here and there but I'm I think more suited to 1st or 3rd. I throw 

a few dozen more time more times, Wore Coach out, he asked someone else to warm 

me up.....Right boys lets do some batting so I can see how Scott goes! First one 

at the plate for warm ups, Coach pitching lollipop baseball size pitches, Scott 

slams the first second and many more after, over the fielders heads. Game about 

to start, right here's the line up boys, Scott your pitching!!!!! And batting at 

4!!!! Apparently the (B) grade teams pitcher couldn't make the game. I sidle up 

to the Coach, are you sure you want me to pitch Coach? I'm more a chucker than a 

pitcher! Mate you've seen what we've got, trust me your pitching. We field first, 

Scott strides to the mound, with the song "WILD THING" playing in my ears. After 

warming up, I shake off the catchers first 2 suggestions with the batter in the 

box. He suggests I throw what I want, good suggestion, I'm thinking, because I 

have no idea what he was calling anyway! Hard and fast and believe it or not, I 

strike the batter out in 4 pitches. Confidence up, they score 2 in the dig before 

side is called. Not walks, just the typical Blue Mountains type once in a while 

crap fielding. Back and forth, the game goes, we score they score, and so on. 

First at bat for me, was a screamer off the bat, a great diving catch, off the 

ground, catches me out, at short stop, and then into a double play, as the run-

ners had taken off.....Pitched the whole game, we lose by 4, final score 12-8 not 

a bad first game.  

Great bunch of blokes to play with, and one woman ex Softballer. 

 You should feel an affinity with her Scotty, I know I feel one with the coach, knowing I have warmed You should feel an affinity with her Scotty, I know I feel one with the coach, knowing I have warmed You should feel an affinity with her Scotty, I know I feel one with the coach, knowing I have warmed You should feel an affinity with her Scotty, I know I feel one with the coach, knowing I have warmed you up ONCE!you up ONCE!you up ONCE!you up ONCE!    
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The home stretch! 

WE need help!  
Holly isn’t able to look after the canteen tomorrow—can anyone pitch in 

and give us a hand. The last thing you want is Adam or myself cooking 

your doggies! Holly will set up tonight but we need help on the ground    

tomorrow. 
Did you like the baseball analogies there –very smooth eh? 

 

Calendar dates—as I am terrible at getting it right evidently. 

19th July—Softball Registration—Lomatia 10am. 

8th August Washout week. 

8th August Semi Finals begin. 

10th August—Next BMB&SC monthly meeting. 

22nd August—Baseball Grand Finals 

And Barbara Povic Memorial Dinner (no she’s not dead). 

17th September Lismore Masters begins—ends on the 21st. 

26th September –BASEBALL PRESENTATION 

21st October– Professor and Marty arrive in the Future. 

 

In other news - 

Dave Brodie may return home with a bear in tow! 

Bon Voyage to the Murphy family as they are US bound –go the Red Sox. 

 Correction from last week. Our leaflet is not in the Gazette but will be delivered to post boxes in the Correction from last week. Our leaflet is not in the Gazette but will be delivered to post boxes in the Correction from last week. Our leaflet is not in the Gazette but will be delivered to post boxes in the Correction from last week. Our leaflet is not in the Gazette but will be delivered to post boxes in the last or next weeks drop, and yes we contributing to junk mail. We must be important now!last or next weeks drop, and yes we contributing to junk mail. We must be important now!last or next weeks drop, and yes we contributing to junk mail. We must be important now!last or next weeks drop, and yes we contributing to junk mail. We must be important now!        
Did you see the half page add in the Gazette? 

 

“The bassoon is one of my favourite instruments. Some people crave Baseball...I find this unfathomable. 

but I can understand why a person can get exited about a Bassoon” 

Frank Zappa—noted musician to you young folk. (Don’t eat the yellow snow). 

 

Play well play hard –people! 
 

Go on Google London Kings!  

 


